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Banca Generali uses securitization
hybrid for SME funding

#$

By Tom Brown  02 Jul 2020

Banca Generali has used a non-profit securitization
structure to channel more funds to SMEs, offering a
model which be rolled out across Italy and further
afield. Funds from Italian regions have anchored the
riskiest 10% of the new deal, with a central government
guarantee wrapping the senior 90%, which can be sold
to investors.

Banca Generali recently finalised a securitization programme called
“Italianonsiferma” made possible by SME financing platform Credimi, a web platform that turns invoices into cash advances for
Italian corporates.

A number of private investors have subscribed to two securitization transactions, with Banca Generali's Extraordinary
International Fund, created in March to fight coronavirus, buying the junior note in the first €100m deal in April and government-
supported charities from the regions of Piedmont and Valle d'Aosta subscribing to the junior note of the second last week.

In both deals, the government is guaranteeing the 90% of the securitized portfolio through the economy ministry's Mediocredito
Centrale Guarantee Fund. The guaranteed notes are then distributed to investors.

Applications to the programme are submitted online via Credimi.com, using digitally signed documents. Three days later,
companies that pass the criteria and creditworthiness analysis, with maximum funding of 25% of turnover, are granted loans
ranging from €30,000 to €750,000.

Any corporate with a VAT number can apply, with financing available at any time of day throughout the week.

The project is part of a state-supported effort to prop up small Italian companies in the wake of the covid-19 pandemic.

With Italian corporates suffering as a result of the covid-induced lockdown, the government has been exploring ways to fund
SMEs via private savings held in various accounts. Securitization provides a way by which the government avoids
guaranteeing individual loans, but can instead guarantee 90% of a pool of securitized loans.

Regional and national

The deal which priced last week was for €40m, split into two tranches. The senior guarantee tranche which will have a duration
of six years and offer private investors a return of 3% over three-month Euribor with a floor of -0.10.

Not-for-profit organisations Fondazione CRT and Finpiemonte will subscribe for the junior tranche, equal to 10% of the
transaction. This will yield less than the 3% offered to private investors, as the institutions are expected to buy into the
transaction for the purposes of boosting the Italian economy.

“The joint efforts by Banca Generali, Credimi, Fondazione CRT and Finpiemonte have made it possible, for the first time in Italy,
to implement a transaction that channels household investments in support of SMEs in a specific area,” said Banca Generali in
a release.

The main difference between this new deal and the first one in April is that the second is a regional securitization aimed at
supporting companies in the Piedmont and Valle D’Aosta regions.

But Banca Generali says similar structures could be used by other European regions, many of which have similar local
investment funds or foundations that could anchor deals. The first deal, in April, was applicable across Italy.

The programme offers a five-year loan backed by the guarantee fund. Companies will begin to repay the capital they receive
after 15 months, starting from September 2021, and will be able to use the resources to prepare for the post-covid recovery.

The securitization programme is expected to bring emergency financing to thousands of Italian SMEs affected by the covid-19
crisis.

Banca Generali said one challenge for deals which used other providers would be replicating the technology used by Credimi,
which has spent the last three years gathering relevant data around the SME funding programme which allows it to originate
loan applications easily.

Credimi itself, though, says its systems can be used to lend outside Italy.

"There are no real barriers," said Credimi. "There might be the need to adapt the way we collect data to evaluate companies
and to adjust the processes with which we request and monitor the different State guarantees."

The European Investment Bank (EIB) has several initiatives directed towards supporting SMEs in Europe, the project
represents the first hybrid profit/non-profit securitization initiative deliberately aimed at funding the middle economy.

The EIB transactions are largely oriented around removing risk from bank balance sheets through synthetic risk transfer, to
encourage new SME originations at banks.
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